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Poems 
Abstract 
SACRED CONVERSATIONS, LOAVES AND FISHES 
This journal article is available in Kunapipi: https://ro.uow.edu.au/kunapipi/vol9/iss3/13 
Diane Fahey 
SACRED C O N V E R S A T I O N S 
After seeing Tit ian 's 'St Mark on Throne and Saints' at the Church of 
Maria della Salute, Venice. 
I am tired of all those Saint Sebastians standing there 
at the feet of Madonna or super-saint, among other 
saved ones all waiting for the next prayerful utterance 
while ruminating on eternity. He is always so undressed 
yet so aloof, so helpless yet complacent, so wounded yet whole. 
I like saints who hide their virtues beneath ample, 
jewel-coloured robes, for whom pain is pain, and joy, joy, 
not some awful mix-up of the two. 
Still, this Sebastian by 
Titian stops me. Only one arrow pierces his body; 
another, fallen from his calf, lies on the floor, abstemiously. 
He has a serious, inward gaze, and no blood. But the glory 
of the painting is his stance, graceful yet arrogant — 
if one could strut while standing still, he 's doing it. 
My guess is that he was a sixteenth century gondolier, 
happy to be gaining money for so little effort, but bored 
with standing motionless for so long on terra firma. 
So he imagines being gazed at by each woman who enters 
the church — over four centuries, a tall order, 
but time has delivered... 
Above, Saint Mark is half-shadow: 
Moses-like, he holds the book, stares at dark stars; 
but this man ' s face is clear, his body resembles neither 
ravaged nor risen saviour's, the knots in that white cloth 
can be undone. . . For those arrows belong to Eros, 
and this is not Christ but Dionysus, who has wandered into 
a strangely silent conversation. 
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Titian. St Mark on Throne and Saints. 
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LOAVES AND FISHES 
On the quay, someone has placed a pile of glittering grey: 
twelve wild cats are about to eat the best meal in Venice. 
They have come from under the garden's locked gates, 
the larger cats already revolving that slipperiness 
in their claws; the smaller ones edge in, tightrope-walking 
cobwebs of fear, eyeing people, dogs, each other... 
Still, there is more than enough for all, and huge crusts 
to accompany. Late in the banquet, one tosses a fish 
into air, as if to coax it back to life, then nets it 
with tight paws. Gradually, the cats retire into the garden, 
are a scatter of statues on shadowed or sunlit lawn. 
Then, as in the trick page of a picture book, 
they start to merge with the scene, or disappear... 
One composes itself in a niche high in a wall; 
one softens the outline of a tree; one enters a cellar 
as, poised on the threshold, its double stares into the dark. 
The last to return to the meal is bulging with young, 
her dry black fur edged with the afternoon's silver. 
And there is the ginger one who never left, holding 
his ground at the centre; eating slowly, barely resting. 
Now there is just a fishhead in a halo of scales, he moves 
to the garden, cleans muscular chops with grassy paws. 
Seeming oblivious, but still wary, he walks on stiff legs, 
his tail's fixed spiral a taxidermist's first attempt. 
The cat with white body, black carnival mask, is already 
watching a bird, while the tabby with irises greeny-brown 
as today's canal water takes in the scene, her eyes 
closing, widening — about to surrender to sleep. 
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